
Presentation of the company

We create websites, services, mobile apps and startups, that automate processes|



Making dreams, but only in technology.

About We are a young and energetic team of IT specialists 
consisting of 15 people in roster and 30 highly qualified 
level reserves. We are engaged in custom development 
of web services and startups. Our team has web/mobile 
developers, web designers, business analysts, testers, 
project managers.

9
years of experience

45+
completed projects

10
large-scale projects

120 000+
hours of development



Our main stacks of technologies

JS PHP

React.js Node.js Laravel Symfony

Tools We work on an agile SCRUM methodology, that helps us imolement 
projects in life quickly and efficiently. We also have proven partners in 
the RUBY ON RAILS stack and in the IOT field.



Target Audience

Our main focus is a maintaining of the full cycle of 
IT startups development and automation/
accounting for small and medium-sized 
businesses. We also provide IT consulting services 
in the framework of web application development 
for both startups and established companies.



Values The leaders and all members of the Andromeda Team 
follow the principles of the «Diamond Cutter» Michael 
Roach both in work ethic and life. For us, above all 
is to be honest and creative people who will always help 
and on whom you can rely on.

“The only thing that can make each of us truly 
happy is to actively care for the happiness of others”

Michael Roach



Our costumer’s startups which we proud of:

We have built business processes that make our work efficient.

Experience We also launched our own startup: DirectHunter – automation of 
an Instagram account promotion. The unit-economy were 
converged, but the project had to be closed due to the fact that the 
mechanics stopped working.


We had been engaged in lots of projects both successful and failed 
ones.


Follow the link to see all the works https://andromeda-web.site/
works/

https://andromeda-web.site/works/
https://andromeda-web.site/works/


PSYARENDA.RU

It is difficult to list all the advantages of working with the Andromeda team 
in one review.

What will you get from working with them: Customer focus, Efficiency, 
Professionalism, Fast terms of project implementation, A wide range 
of specialists for your budget, 100% involvement in the project, Important 
recommendations and ideas for the implementation and promotion of your 
project, etc.

Tatiana Bryzgina

Two startups we led from the very beginning 
until the launch, which became successful 
with 1000+ visitors per-day



NEFT.EXPERT

From the very beginning, the guys showed their competence and readiness to 
take on our difficult project. During development, there were always solutions 
that met our needs. Clients of "Oil Expert" are satisfied with the service, we 
often receive positive feedback. In cases of emergency situations, the 
response to them was timely and everything was resolved as soon as 
possible. In my over 25 years of experience in IT, I have never come across 
such competent teams. Satisfied with the work, we continue cooperation!

Ivan Balabaev

Two startups we led from the very beginning 
until the launch, which became successful 
with 1000+ visitors per-day



Thanks to our extensive experience 
working with startups, we understand all 
the subtleties and stages of working with 
them:



Offer

To understand your wishes, we need to get 
a Backlog from you and get answers to a list 
of clarifying questions at the next call!



Thank You!
Kind regards, Andromeda Web Solutions & Services


